November 30, 1999 Memo
Date:

November 30, 1999

To:

Odyssey 2000® Registered Riders & Staff

From:

Tim Kneeland & Associates, Inc.

Re:

Getting close

Karen-Ann and I just got back

What a trip! We have just completed the entire European leg of Odyssey. I’ve been gone
for over two months and leave for Asia and the South Pacific later this week. These
trips are taking a little longer than hoped, but are extremely productive and very
rewarding.
Final month

All of us at TK&A are extremely excited about spending the next year of our lives
delivering the best bicycling experience in history. As each of us finishes the final
details necessary to prepare our complex lives to be out of the mainstream for the
entire year of 2000, it might be worth a moment to reflect on the wonderful
opportunity ahead. Where else in life can you travel for an entire year and not worry
about going to work, where you will be staying for the evening, where dinner and
breakfast will come from, not having to make personal travel arrangements and
transporting your gear from place to place? When else can you eat to your heart’s
content and still get fitter with every passing stroke? How often have you been able
to immerse yourself in the people and cultures of 45 countries on six continents? How
often can you enjoy the company of people as enthused about what you are doing as
you are? Where else can you make some of the best friends of your life? Build
memories and earn braggin’ rights to beat all memories and braggin’ rights.
TK&A’s vision, resources, skill and ability is providing this opportunity for you.
However, you are the ones with enough insight, courage and adventure to take
advantage of such a unique situation. TK&A will do everything we can to hold up its
end of the bargain, and we hope you will do the same.
If you are one of the handful of heavy complainers, either put Odyssey in perspective
or consider doing something more personally enjoyable next year. Odyssey is an
extremely positive experience and you should be as excited now as you have ever been
about anything in your life.
Final details coming together

In our recent travels arranging the final route and overnight community locations,
we have literally met hundreds of wonderful people, found incredibly scenic areas of
the world to explore, designed some fantastic cycling routes, written some very
detailed DRGs, uncovered some great overnight accommodations, arranged for some
very unique food providers, and have routed Odyssey through or near many of the
world’s greatest cities; Paris, London, St Petersburg, Washington DC, New York City,
Montreal, Québec City, Los Angeles, Cape Town, Athens, Rome, Florence, Monte Carlo,
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Barcelona, Seville, Granada, Lisbon, Oslo (one of the toughest cities for cars, but
best for bikes and pedestrians), Copenhagen, Stockholm, Berlin (close to the iron
curtain zone), Dresdin, Prague, Munich, Geneva (where we spend two nights in the
“City of Refugees” bomb shelters), Amsterdam, Sydney, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Auckland and Kona. We also pedal by the International Olympic Committee Hdqtrs and
then, in a couple of kms, the Olympic Museum on Lake Léhman in Switzerland.
In addition to finalizing actual route details, TK&A has worked closely with the
Pasadena Tournament of Roses to create a spectacular beginning and end to Odyssey
2000®. We have worked long and hard to design and develop portable “hot” showers,
sinks, gear trailers, scanning techniques, emergency communications and other
systems to make our travels more comfortable and efficient. Karen-Ann has worked
tirelessly to weed through the hundreds of volunteer application forms to select an
outstanding staff to help make our world tour an incredible success.
Our office continues to work extremely hard to answer questions, troubleshoot and
prepare the necessary details to make Odyssey a reality. As we speak, the
transportation details are being explored and nailed down with airlines and charter
companies to make our intercontinental trips as painless as possible. We are working
with various governments to help smooth the way along Odyssey’s routes. Needless to
say, we are swamped with details.
For those concerned about Odyssey running out of time, let’s keep the timing in
perspective. Though Los Angeles is less than one month away, we still have 2-1/2
months before reaching South Africa, 6-1/2 months before arriving back in the states
in DC, 11-1/2 months before stepping out of a plane in China and over a year before
pedaling cross-country in New Zealand. As you can see, there is still a fair bit of time
before most of Odyssey happens!
Final route design

What an incredible experience this process has been and continues to be. However, at
times the selection of the final route can be very frustrating and time consuming,
particularly since we are usually heading cross-country to reach a neighboring
nation. Unfortunately, guidebooks and bike route maps usually have little value.
Once we arrive in a region, we try to augment our existing map collection with more
detailed local maps. Service stations and larger book stores are usually the best
outlets. The most useful scales are 1:100,000 or 1:200,000 (1:64,000 means 1” on the
map equals 64,000 inches-about 1 mile-on the ground, or I cm on the map equals 64,000
cm on the ground, etc). Armed with these new resources, we highlight our expected
route in yellow and begin the process of driving and documenting the exact route
Odyssey will follow. Thankfully, our last five years of travel have given us the basic
plan for crossing each country.
In many parts of the world, especially in Europe and the USA, we have found some
incredibly scenic secondary and small backroads. Some of the “lanes” we use in
England, for instance, are only wide enough for one motorized vehicle, but superb
for cycling. The biggest challenge has been to connect this network of secondary
roads while still traveling in one basic direction. Though this has taken more time
than initially hoped, it has resulted in some fantastic routes.
Odyssey is an inaugural event

One of the most exciting elements of Odyssey is that you will be the first people in
history to do Odyssey. Most traveling adventurers enjoy the unique character (mostly
the unknowns) of any inaugural event, particularly one as enormous as Odyssey
2000®.
In 1987, TK&A went through a “lesser” Odyssey when it created and produced the
TransAmerica Bicycle Trek for the American Lung Association. We had 196 people
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pedal 3200 miles across the United States from Seattle to Atlantic City on this 46 day
adventure. Prior to this, TK&A had plenty of experience running dozens of shorter (3
to 7 day) events and even a one day event for 3200 people, but none as long or
complex.
As always, many people, including many local association managers, felt it was
impossible to pull such a feat off. Since TK&A never felt this way, we just did it, one
day at a time until we reached the East Coast. From this “inaugural” experience, we
learned what and how to address the basic human needs of a traveling community. We
also learned that those participants who remained flexible and kept a positive mental
attitude had the best experience and were the most fun to be around. Thankfully, most
of the trekkers in 1987 had a great time and cherish the experience.
Then, in 1988, we had 300 people on TransAmerica and solved many of our ‘87
challenges. To solve several technical problems, we found and hired OK’s Cascade
portable shower trucks (this is how they first became involved in cycling events). We
also used much better materials and processes to better prepare our vendors for
feeding an incredibly hungry group of athletes. Even though we had dramatically
improved the technical aspects of a complex journey, we found “people challenges” to
be much worse then the year before.
So, in 1989, we worked hard to align everyone’s expectations about traveling across
America on a bike. We invested a good deal of energy trying to make sure everyone
truly understood what TK&A and the ALA were in a position to deliver (and not
deliver) during the seven week ride. We were quite successful. Based on all the
feedback we received during and after the 1989 trek, it was a great ride.
Odyssey expectations

Though this has been approached several times in previous Memos and the Rider
Handbook, it is worth another visit as Odyssey approaches. We know a few people, some
very loudly, would already like TK&A to provide additional services during Odyssey.
As you can imagine, though, we will have our hands full taking care of the basics for
270 people.
TK&A has taken everything it has learned since 1980 and incorporated it into Odyssey
2000®. Though we can’t promise perfect weather, wide shoulders, no traffic, first
class travel, no flats and only tailwinds, we will do our best to provide the daily
needs promised in the recruitment material from the beginning. Here is what you can
expect:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

all scheduled transportation once the trip leaves Los Angeles, California.
dinners and breakfasts.
overnight facilities (40% beds/60% camping).
amenities such as showers, potable water when none is available, toilets and massages.
daily route guides (DRGs).
gear transportation.
one Odyssey 2000® bike unless bringing a tandem by pre-arrangement.
staffed, professional traveling bike shop.
medical staff and emergency first-aid support.
personal counseling to help riders prepare for the Odyssey 2000®.
a complete handbook with tips on training, world travel techniques, trip.
preparation, clothing, equipment, camping and health.
a stop near Sydney, Australia during the Olympics.
an understanding and supportive staff made up of TK&A employees and volunteers.
leadership by North America’s most experienced team of long distance bicycling event
creators and managers.
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•
•

TK&A’s firm commitment to make Odyssey 2000® the best experience possible for every
rider, staff, vendor and person with whom Odyssey comes in contact.
The greatest adventure and most rewarding year of your life.

TK&A will, of course, help folks with the unexpected problems they face and listen to
your issues. However, it’s not realistic to expect TK&A or its staff to take
responsibility for solving individual, personal issues. Or for us to change the rules
for you. We are not a personal shuttle service, laundry service, gear tenders (outside
of getting the gear from place to place), security service, private room organizers or
“on demand” staff. Please remember, we are offering a “full value, plus” event for
$99 (or less) a day, not a $300-500 a day Backroads tour.
Getting the most from Odyssey

Make your mind up to make the most of your Odyssey experience, after all, Odyssey is
only 366 days long. Explore, smell the sun flowers, climb to that better view spot,
keep on riding (especially on the tougher days), take plenty of photos, keep a log, call
home often, write a few postcards, share the experience with the ones you love, get to
know everyone on the trek, eat a lot, party and be open for new experiences

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

It helps if you occasionally remind yourself of why you signed up for Odyssey.
Remain flexible and positive, no matter what happens. Your PMA might be
challenged on the fifth day of headwinds, or the third day we are stranded
somewhere due to fog, or because you are ill, homesick, whatever. Keep it all in
perspective.
Always be prepared for many new challenges when travelling, especially to
unfamiliar places. Uncomfortable situations can challenge the best of us. Lost
bags (hell, our bags have been lost in Buenos Aires, twice in Australia and on the
last two trips back from Europe), jet lag, airline food and cramped seats,
unexpected delays, waiting around, missed connections, diet changes, late meals,
bad weather, etc. For the flexible, many of these circumstances can actually bring
new stories and fond memories. Just hang in there and make the most of every
experience.
Don’t expect TK&A to make life better for you than you can for yourself. It helps if
you recollect that most any year of our lives is likely to be mixed, with lots of
good and some bad thrown in for good measure.
Appreciate the fact that you will likely never again have a large block of time in
your life to simply be a kid again.
Remember, you are always free to come and go (at your own expense) as often and
as many times as you wish during Odyssey. Of course, we hope you will remain with
the group and ride all the miles, but leaving is a viable option.
You are always responsible for your own actions.
Sign-in at midday and end-of-day as soon as you arrive. Keep us informed when
running behind, leaving trek or with other concerns you may have. Read the bottom
of the DRG and the updated white board when you arrive at camp each day.
Be kind to the staff and appreciate the work they are doing. After all, they don’t
get the fun of cycling and the freedom of the road you have.

Bike challenges

We recognize that everyone was disappointed about the delay in getting their bikes.
Hopefully, by the time you receive this memo, everyone will be enjoying their new bike
and putting in a few hundred more butt miles before our exciting kickoff in a few
short weeks.
We must have heard from about 150 riders about their bikes. Unfortunately, most of
you hadn’t received them by the middle of November. As people began receiving them, a
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few had parts missing, some found their bike shops slow in assembling and releasing
their bike, etc. Last week, Raleigh’s Odyssey bike project manager returned from
overseas and began working hard to get every problem rectified. Thankfully, most
have been by now. We have included a letter from Matt Van Enkevort, Raleigh Manager
heading the Odyssey project.
A very special thanks and tip of the hat to the vast majority of you, who, though
frustrated, maintained your cool, exercised patience and kept the problem in
perspective.
Bike brakes

Raleigh redesigned the V-brake system so they do not need the pulley required in
earlier versions. Please don’t mess with them.
Water bottle cages

We are working with Raleigh on this oversight. We will furnish two to each of you,
probably in Los Angeles. TK&A will not reimburse you for purchasing them on your
own.
Bike modifications-hot issue

Please remember that the original purpose of supplying the Odyssey bikes was (and is)
to keep you on your bikes by avoiding downtime waiting for parts. We never promised a
custom fit. We still stand by this plan and will not be changing our inventory (people
have asked us to, but it simply is not going to happen) to accommodate changes a few
riders want to make. Here are the guidelines:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

You put your own seat, pedals, rear flasher, computer and mirror on your bike.
If you have already made or plan to make any changes that alter the appearance of
the Global 2000, you may be excluded from riding in the parade.
If for some reason you want to change your tires to a different size or model, no
problem. If they have a different look, wait until after the parade. TK&A is only
going to stock three tires sizes ranging from 700-25 to 700-34. We will not carry
any personal tires for individuals. If you want a different tire size, you must
arrange to purchase and carry them yourself.
If you decide to change the crank length, this shouldn’t present any problems. It’s
at your own expense.
If you find the need to change the stem length, no problem. It’s also at your own
expense.
If you decide to change the gearing, okay. Once again, changes won’t fall into our
normal maintenance program. We will perform normal adjustments, etc. for you,
but if you require extra time, we will charge you for the extra time. You will also
have to purchase and carry your own parts (gears, chains, deraillers, etc.). Please
keep in mind, Raleigh has been around a long time and thought carefully about the
gearing on the Global 2000. Both Raleigh and TK&A feel the 105 gearing is the best
overall solution for Odyssey.
Please remember that any extra work your changes require of the mechanical crew
will be charged accordingly.
If you need to change handlebars, call our office to discuss the options and the
process you must go through.
If you want to “personalize” your bike with special tape, reflectors, etc. again, no
problem. Just wait until after the parade.
No fenders or aerobars until after the parade.
Plan to remove all bags and aerobars when preparing the bikes for air travel.
We expect the bikes will have to again appear uniform for January 1, 2001
Tournament of Roses Parade.
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Odyssey contract

Enclosed is a copy of the final Odyssey Contract. Please sign and return by mail to
TK&A by Dec. 16, 1999. This document must be signed in order to participate in Odyssey.
No surprises from what you received.
Stages

Enclosed is the latest, slightly updated stage list for your personal use. The changes
mostly reflect slight date and mileage changes.
Itineraries

Enclosed is the latest copy of Odyssey’s Day-to-Day Itinerary. We have come a long
way. We have contracted with folks throughout the world and are not anxious to make
changes from here, even though anything is possible. Central America, Asia and New
Zealand will be finalized shortly.
We have included the “final” stage itineraries for Stage 8 (France, UK and Ireland),
Stage 9 (Scandinavia & Russia), Stage 10 (Central Europe) and stage 16/17 (USA-Hawaii
and California).
Phone cards

We highly recommend getting an AT&T, Sprint, MCI or other phone credit card. These
type of cards make it easy to keep in contact with your family and friends. We have had
success with both AT&T and MCI. Have not used Sprint in years, even though we are
sure it’s an excellent program. TK&A will not be passing on non-emergency phone or email messages, so please keep in touch with home.
Gear lockers

The size of the new lockers will be 17”X17”X36” deep. As anyone who rode Wheeling
Washington can tell you, it’s plenty of space.
Clothing and equipment list

Enclosed are TK&A’s guidelines for packing for Odyssey. Use your own judgement, but
don’t bring anything you absolutely don’t need. Don’t forget to keep your official
Odyssey clothes with you so you can participate in special events that might come up.
Bikes to LA

We will have this information for you in the next memo. For those who wish to do their
own unboxing and putting together you will be able to send your bike to the hotel
(not before December 26) – details next memo. For those who wish to have a bike shop
put their bike together we are getting the details now. Please call UPS for their
shipping details. We do not have that information.
Orders

We will send out your order as soon as we have the product in our hands. Some of the
pieces we will hand out at registration due to their arrival date to us.
Mail Stops

Watch for next Memo.
Safe Cycling

Lots of important stuff!! We know a lot of this is probably part of your bicycling
regimen but please read this section carefully.
Odyssey helmet cover

If you are not wearing our official Odyssey helmet, would you please let us know this
week (1-800-433-0528, fax 206.322.4509 or timtka@aol.com) so we can organize helmet
covers. You will receive the first one at no cost, any replacements will cost $10 each.
As mentioned in previous correspondence, these are very important to the management
of Odyssey and help make road management, border crossings, air transportation and
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other activities much easier. These covers must be properly secured to your helmets
and not sliced up to “improve” airflow.
Helmets

If you ordered a helmet please confirm that you have given us your credit card
authorization. Some folks thought that just sending the size would be sufficient.
Karen-Annʼs travel tips

Watch for some savvy travel advice from Karen-Ann in the next Memo.
See you….

In a few short weeks!
Enclosures:
•
Final Contract
•
Day-to-Day itinerary
•
What ta bring
•
O2 Stage Details
•
France, UK & Ireland, Scandinavia & Russia, Central Europe, and USA-Hawaii &
California Itineraries
•
Safe Cycling
•
Raleigh letter
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